Abstract. Smurf denial of service attacks in the more common types of attacks, extracts the KDDCUP data set of denial of service the Smurf attack types, using the Weka to the attribute characteristic and cluster analysis, according to the similarity of attributes divided into 4 classes, and analyses the characteristics of various types, help to understand the network intrusion detection data set of internal rules.
Introduction
Denial of service (DoS) attack is currently widely used by hackers as a means of attack, mainly divided into SYN, Flood Smurf and Fraggle and other 3 kinds of [1] .Refers to the so-called Smurf attack, attackers on the remote machine to send an ICMP response service request and the target host is a host IP address, but the broadcast address for a network the request packet source IP not initiated the attack of the IP address, but disguised to attack the host IP address [2] .
Determine Data Mining Objectives
The experimental data set is derived from the "KDDCUP.data_10_percent" subset of the KDDCUP99 data set [3] .Denial of service attacks accounted for more than data sets, Smurf attack types accounted for denial of service attacks total 71.73, visible Smurf attack is DoS attack is a common one, it is necessary to study it, and reduce the harm to DOS.
The data set each record contains the first 41 fixed feature attributes and the last 1 attack types identified, Smurf attack records have 32 attribute values are fixed and removed. That duration is 0,protocol_type is icmp, service is ecr_i, flag is SF, dst_bytes is 0,land is 0,wrong_fragment is 0,urgent is 0,hot is 0,num_failed_logins is 0,logged_in is 0,num_compromised is 0,root_shell is 0,su_attempted is 0,num_root is 0,num_file_creations is 0,num_shells is 0,num_access_files is 0,num_outbound_cmds is 0,is_host_login is 0,is_guest_login is 0,count is 0, serror_rate is 0,srv_serror_rate is 0,rerror_rate is 0,srv_rerror_rate is 0, same_srv_rate is 1, diff_srv_rate is 0,srv_diff_host_rate is 0, dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate is 0, dst_host_srv_serror_rate is 0,dst_host_srv_rerror_rate is 0.Left 10 feature attributes, ARFF format visualization results shown in Figure 1 ,through the Visualize all Preprocess visual interface, you can see the data classification summary visualization map, as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Cluster Analysis
Weka is one of the most complete data mining tools, and is recognized as one of the most famous open source projects in the open source project [4] . Provide clope, cobweb, DBSCAN,EM, Farthest First, Filtered Clusterer, Make Density Based Cluster, optics, SIB, SimpleK Means, XMeans a total of 11 kinds of clustering algorithm, in the experiment, this paper analysis based on, algorithm Filtered Clusterer clustering of experimental data. Filtered Clusterer algorithm is an integrated approach, which can be used to filter the data of any filter,and can be used in any way to cluster [5] .
Set the parameters for "-N -A 5 weka. core. Euclidean Distance '-R first-last weka.clusterers.SimpleK Means' -I 500 -S 10", the results of the cluster mining as shown in Table 1 . The clustering results into 4 categories, according to Clustered0 src_bytes data flow source host to the destination host is 1032B,the same service connection number srv_count was 511,and the current connection the percentage dst_host_same_srv_rate connection with the same amount of the target host connection number dst_host_count is 255,the same service connection number dst_host_srv_count is 255,the same service for 100%,with the current connection the percentage dst_host_diff_srv_rate with the same target host different service is 0,the percentage of dst_host_same_src_port_rate the same source port accounted for 100%,SYN connect the percentage dst_host_serror_rate error is 0,REJ wrong connection the percentage dst_host_rerror_rate was 0,Clustered1,Clustered2,clustering results Clustered3 is expressed by the table 1 clearly shows.
Epilogue
The help software Weka3.6.13 version of the famous open source data mining, the KDDCUP99 data set "KDDCUP.data_10_percent 10 percent concentrated refuse service attack" Smurf "type, the cluster analysis was used to, will 280790 intrusion data records according to the similarity of attributes is divided into four categories, the network intrusion detection data set inherent law have a certain understanding, analyzed the intrusion data records.
